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Simple Summary: Pediatric brain tumors are the leading cause of childhood cancer-related deaths
worldwide. Considering the dismal prognosis and the adverse effects of chemo- and radio-therapy,
strategies targeting the tumor microenvironment represent a promising approach for improving
the efficacy of standard and targeted molecular therapeutics. This review presents the current
understanding of the juvenile innate immune system in the central nervous system and gives insights
into the brain as a unique tumor site. Moreover, we outline an explorative overview of studies about
the tumor microenvironment of pediatric brain tumors and its role in tumor progression and therapy
resistance. We further put attention to the potential immunomodulatory effects of current therapeutic
regimens. Finally, we provide a perspective regarding the present immunotherapeutic treatment
options and future clinical implications of targeting the immune cells.

Abstract: Pediatric brain tumors are genetically heterogeneous solid neoplasms. With a prevailing
poor prognosis and widespread resistance to conventional multimodal therapy, these aggressive
tumors are the leading cause of childhood cancer-related deaths worldwide. Advancement in
molecular research revealed their unique genetic and epigenetic characteristics and paved the way
for more defined prognostication and targeted therapeutic approaches. Furthermore, uncovering
the intratumoral metrics on a single-cell level placed non-malignant cell populations such as innate
immune cells into the context of tumor manifestation and progression. Targeting immune cells in
pediatric brain tumors entails unique challenges but promising opportunities to improve outcome.
Herein, we outline the current understanding of the role of the immune regulation in pediatric
brain tumors.

Keywords: pediatric brain tumors; embryonal brain tumors; atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumor;
ependymoma; high-grade glioma; low-grade glioma; medulloblastoma; therapy resistance; tumor
microenvironment; immune cells; immunomodulation; immunotherapy

1. Introduction

Tumors of the central nervous system (CNS) are the most common solid tumors in
children and the leading cause of worldwide childhood cancer-related deaths [1]. The most
prevalent pediatric brain tumors are categorized according to World Health Organization
(WHO) into low-grade gliomas (LGG), high-grade gliomas (HGG), ependymomas (EPN),
and embryonal brain tumors. The latter are high-grade neoplasms, originating from undif-
ferentiated embryonic cells, and are classified into atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumor (ATRT),
medulloblastoma (MB), embryonal tumor with multilayered rosettes (ETMR), and other
CNS embryonal tumors (previously named CNS primitive neuroectodermal tumor) [2].
Pediatric brain tumors have been profoundly characterized on the genomic and transcrip-
tomic levels. Besides recurrent mutations in distinct signaling pathways (e.g., sonic hedge-
hog (SHH), Wnt/wingless (WNT) and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)), epige-
netic processes play a crucial role in their pathogenesis [3–5]. Comprehensive molecular
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analyses paved the way for entity sub-classification, allowing for a more defined prognos-
tication and targeted therapeutic approaches [6–8]. However, patients undergo intensive
multimodal therapy with surgical resection, chemo- and/or radiotherapy. These treatment
regimens have multiple adverse effects and often cause neurocognitive deficits [9,10].

Besides the increasing knowledge about molecular subgroups and their implications
on clinical outcome in pediatric brain tumors, much less is known about the role of
infiltrating immune cells in these malignancies. In contrast, in adult cancer, the discipline of
cancer immunotherapy has grown largely in recent years [11]. As brain tumors in children
and adults are distinct on different levels, e.g., frequency, anatomic location, as well as the
pathologic, genetic and epigenetic spectrum, it might not be possible to extrapolate results
from adult studies to pediatric tumor entities [12]. Pediatric cancers are generally assumed
to be less immunogenic, which might be based on their low mutational burden [13,14].

However, recent efforts have shown that antitumor immune control exists in pediatric
brain tumors, e.g., rhabdoid tumors and LGG showed strong T cell infiltration [15–17].
Moreover, several studies present prognostications of specific immune cell infiltrates on
overall survival [18–22] (Table 1). Thus, the indications that host immunity may already
impact patients’ survival in pediatric brain tumors suggests that immune profiling can add
valuable information in diagnostics and assessment of immunotherapeutic therapies for
individual patients.

This review aims at summarizing the current knowledge of tumor-associated immune
cells in pediatric brain tumors and further considers important aspects for the implementa-
tion of immunotherapeutic targets to conventional therapy.

2. The (Postnatal) Brain as a Unique Tumor Site and CNS Immune Surveillance

Malignancies developing in highly organized organs such as the central nervous
system (CNS) can severely impact the whole organism. In the (adult) tumor-developing
brain, the stroma is initially composed of neuronal cells, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes,
and microglia surrounded by a distinctive extracellular matrix (ECM) [23]. However, due
to the complexity of brain development and its (context-dependent) cellular interactions
already under physiological conditions, crosstalk between these cell populations and tu-
morigenic cells in the developing brain is barely characterized. During brain development,
the generation of neurons and glial cells is precisely regulated by diverse mechanisms,
including the immune system. The first immune cells that encounter the developing brain
are microglia [24,25]. This section discusses how the immune system interacts with tumor
cells in general and how distinct immune cells specifically contribute to tumor cell growth
in the developing brain.

Generally, in the setting of tumor development, the immune system operates at
multiple levels when preventing and eliminating cancerous cells while sparing healthy cells:
viral infections that can induce tumors are eliminated or at least suppressed; pathogens
are killed and the consequential inflammation is controlled to prevent an inflammatory
environment that is susceptible for carcinogenesis; and lastly, innate immune cells recognize
stressed cells or tumor-specific antigens and molecules and eradicate (pre-)tumorigenic
cells. However, the fact that tumors still develop under functional immune system is
nowadays explained by the term “tumor immunoediting” [26]. Immunoediting describes
a concept of three phases during the suppression of tumor cells by innate and adaptive
immune cells: (1) elimination, (2) equilibrium, and (3) escape. First, cells that escaped
mechanisms of intrinsic tumor suppression are detected and eliminated by innate immune
cells. If eradication is incomplete, tumor cells can enter the second phase, tumor dormancy,
and are in a temporary equilibrium with the adaptive immune system that suppresses
tumor expansion. In this dynamic phase, tumor cells can evolve (further mutations; changes
in gene expression that modulate tumor-specific antigens or boost immunosuppressive
mechanisms) and adjust to the immune pressure, which finally leads to a selection of
resistant tumor cell clones. Thus, the tumor escapes from the antitumor immune response
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and progresses [27]. More recent studies revealed that innate immune cells can undergo
cancer immunoediting in the absence of adaptive immunity [28].

Studies on brain tumor biology and immunology mechanisms in adults outweigh in-
fant and juvenile tumor immunology knowledge. Immune mechanisms are predominantly
studied in infectious diseases, which is plausible, considering the low incidence of pediatric
(brain) cancer compared to the age-related increase in adults. Though many processes
are similar in pediatric and adult immunity, there are substantial age-specific develop-
mental changes through the transition from the fetal stage to neonatal and infant. Most
of all, the immune system does not fully mature until approximately the age of 12 years.
Due to that, generalizing results from adult research to children should be interpreted with
caution [29]. Most notably, the fetal, neonatal and infant stages of development require im-
mune suppression. Otherwise, conditions like the semi-allogeneic state of the mother/fetus
during pregnancy or the transition from a protected environment in utero to postnatal
rapidly changing environmental influences would result in systemic inflammation. This
is in part realized via a tolerogenic immune response involving Treg cells as well as IL-10
production by neonatal antigen-presenting cells (APCs) and high concentrations of the
immunosuppressive purine metabolite adenosine [30–33]. Thus, children are born with
relatively naive T and B cells, hypofunctional innate immunity and fetal red blood cells [24].

Another aspect of the brain as a unique tumor site is the physical protection by the
blood–brain barrier (BBB), a tight unity of endothelial cells, astrocytes, pericytes and mi-
croglia. This cellular cohesion protects the CNS from pathogens and prevents neurotoxicity
by inflammation from peripherally infiltrating immune cells. Further, the CNS lacks clas-
sical lymphatic drainage, meaning the transport route of antigens and APCs from the
inflammation site to the nearby lymph nodes [34]. Hence, it has long been believed that
the brain is immune privileged. Still, the brain also has direct access to the blood system
via circumventricular organs, which serve as a direct passage of cytokines [35]. Moreover,
also immune cells, such as B cells, T cells, and macrophages, are observed in the meningeal,
ventricular and perivascular space and choroid plexus. These cell types have crucial roles
in brain function [24,34]. In CNS tumors, the permeability of the BBB is frequently altered
and functionality varies between brain tumor entities [36]. In the WNT-MB subtype, tu-
mor cells block the endothelial WNT signaling and disrupt the BBB formation, while the
SHH-MB subtype showed a normal vascular phenotype. These tumor-intrinsic differences
could explain why WNT-MB are vulnerable to systemic chemotherapy, which has to cross
the BBB, but SHH-MB is not responding [37]. In ATRT, BBB deficits could also explain
the effectiveness of chemotherapeutic treatment, resulting in improved survival of ATRT
patients [38,39]. Meel et al. [40] found BBB phenotypic abnormalities in ATRT-SHH and
ATRT-MYC and observed in vivo efficacy of two non-BBB penetrable drugs [40].

In the following section, we describe the divergent role of the resident and infiltrating
immune cells of the CNS in tumor suppression and promotion.

2.1. Microglia as Brain-Resident Innate Immune Cell Populations

Microglia exhibit regenerative properties, namely myelin-debris removal, secretion of
growth and neurotrophic factors, which are essential for proper remyelination of newly
differentiated oligodendrocytes. Regenerative properties of microglia are associated with
alternative M2-phenotypes, which secrete anti-inflammatory cytokines and growth factors.
Besides that, they are the first line of innate immunity defense and, as highly motile cells,
they continuously survey the brain parenchyma. This classically activated M1-phenotype is
associated with antigen presentation, secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines and reactive
oxygen and nitrogen species [41]. Therefore, they are probably the first innate immune
cells to interact with malignant cells. It is reported that microglia highly adapt to their
environment, resulting in diverse temporal and spatial heterogeneous subtypes [42,43].
Concretely, microglia are most heterogenous during postnatal development in a region-
dependent manner [44,45].
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Pediatric brain tumors exhibit clear correlations with stalled developmental programs
and develop in various brain locations [46]. It is speculative if different tumor entities
probably adapt to local niches and, thus, progress. For example, microglia subtypes
differ in a temporal and region-dependent manner throughout the brain parenchyma.
Notably, CD11c+ microglia are highly enriched in the cerebellum during early postnatal
development, where they promote the expansion and survival of granule neural precursor
cells through insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) secretion [47]. IGF1 was reported to be
crucial for tumor growth and migration of (murine) SHH-MB, whose cell of origin is
postulated to be cerebellar granule neural precursor cells [48,49].

The impact of tumor-associated microglia/macrophages on tumor progression was
reported extensively in various tumor entities [23,41,50].

2.2. Brain-Infiltrating Immune Cell Populations

Peripheral blood immune cells, such as natural killer (NK) cells, macrophages (MACs),
neutrophils, dendritic cells (DCs), innate lymphoid cells, myeloid-derived suppressor cells
(MDSCs) as well as T and B cells can pass into the brain during instances of particularly
severe inflammation or trauma [23,24]. In physiological brain development, B cells and
T cells reside in the meningeal space and choroid plexus. B cells are involved in oligo-
dendrogenesis and T cells promote the formation of inhibitory synapses by producing
IFN-γ [24].

Natural killer (NK) cells, natural killer T cells (NKT), neutrophils and γδ T cells search
for pathogens or abnormal cells and then destroy the cell surface using cell toxins. Together
with phagocytes, they eliminate pathogens and induce inflammation, which attracts naïve T
cells. If this is insufficient to eliminate the pathogen, DCs migrate to the lymph nodes where
antigens can be presented to pathogen-specific T-lymphocytes by displaying the antigens
on a major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Upon binding to an antigen, CD4+ T cells,
CD8+ T cells, and B cells undergo clonal expansion that secrete monoclonal antibodies [51].

In cancer, however, inflammation is not entirely resolved, e.g., due to downregulation
of MHC or the lack of neoantigens (as described in the section about immunoediting), and
the chronic inflammation leads to recruitment of immunosuppressive immune cells, such
as regulatory T cells (Tregs) or myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs). Further, this
immunosuppressed tumor microenvironment impedes T cell infiltration into the tumor
core, described as an immunologically “cold” environment [51]. Moreover, peripheral
immune cells probably undergo transcriptomic and phenotypic changes upon entering the
brain tumor microenvironment [23].

Furthermore, bone marrow-derived monocytes are recruited to the CNS via the
chemokine axis CCR2 and CXCR3, where they differentiate into macrophages [42].
It was reported that distinct tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) populations are al-
tered during the course of radiotherapy, response and recurrence [52]. Whether microglia
and monocyte-derived macrophages have distinct functions in the brain TME is currently
not known, but ontogenically differences were described, e.g., in MB and ATRT [18,53].
In ATRT, TAMs highly interact with tumor cells and support tumor progression by exert-
ing immune-suppressive functions [18]. In contrast, macrophage depletion (using CSF-1
receptor inhibitors) in Gr.3-MB and SHH-MB did not prevent recurrence and metastatic
spread [54].

In summary, there is evidence that heterogenous microglia and infiltrating monocyte-
derived macrophages are potent regulators of brain tumor development and progression
in some brain tumor entities [18,42,52,53]. Despite the growing evidence of macrophages’
pro-tumoral role in tumor biology, the heterogeneity and plasticity of tumor-associated
myeloid cells will need to be considered in translational strategies for targeting these
innate immune cells. Moreover, since immune cells of the adaptive immune system are
encountered in the TME as well, adoptive cellular therapy, like chimeric antigen receptor
(CAR)-T cell therapy or vaccine therapy, can be implemented.
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3. Targeting Immune Cells in Pediatric Brain Tumors

As described in the previous section, tumor-infiltrating innate immune cells play
diverse roles in tumorigenesis. Being part of the complex tumor microenvironment (TME),
they interact with heterogeneous tumor cell populations, endothelial and stromal cells, and
the adaptive immune cells by producing soluble growth factors, cytokines, and chemokines,
which support or suppress tumor growth and metastasis [23,50]. While the influence of the
TME has been studied very well in adult solid cancers, a comprehensive characterization
of the TME in pediatric brain tumors is still lacking. In the following section, we give an
explorative overview of immunophenotyping studies in pediatric brain tumors.

3.1. Immunophenotyping Studies of the Tumor Microenvironment in Pediatric Brain Tumors

In recent years, the number of immunophenotyping studies in pediatric brain cancers
consistently increased. A literature search in the bibliographic database of PubMed was
performed for the period from 2000 to 2021 using the following keywords: (“pediatric
brain tumors” or “embryonal brain tumors”) and (“immune” or “microenvironment”).
The titles and abstracts of the papers were evaluated concerning microenvironment-related
or immunophenotyping studies in pediatric brain tumors.

Most studies relied on immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis of conserved patient tissue
or multicolor fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis of fresh material. Since IHC
and FACS analyses are based on limited cell phenotype markers, and tissue is disaggregated
for flow cytometry, methods for deconvolution of immune cell signatures from bulk RNA
expression data have become more prominent over the years. Algorithm like ESTIMATE,
CIBERSORT or Microenvironment Cell Populations (MCP)-counter quantify immune and
stromal cell populations based on defined marker gene expression signatures [55–57].
Further progress on deconvolution approaches was made on genome-wide DNA methyla-
tion data, introducing MeTIL, MethylCIBERSORT and DIMEimmune [58–60].

Grabovska and colleagues [21] used MethylCIBERSORT to recapitulate the tumor
microenvironment of over 6000 primarily pediatric CNS tumors by interrogating 12 broad
cell types, namely B cells, CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, CD4+/FOXP3+ Treg, NK cells,
monocytes, neutrophils, eosinophils, endothelial cells, glial cells, neurons and cancer
cells [21]. The total amount of infiltrating cells was significantly higher in low-grade
gliomas (LGGs) than in high-grade tumors such as embryonal tumors (MB, ATRT, ETMR).
In addition, key molecular features of a tumor type, such as MYC amplification in Gr.3-
MB or H3.3G34 mutations in HGG, were significantly associated with high numbers of
CD8+ T cells and B cells, and CD8+ T cells, respectively. Thus, these mutations potentially
have an impact on the immunological antitumor response. Furthermore, they described
three distinct TME classes, which strongly correlate to tumor subgroups and WHO grades.
In detail, 86% of grade IV tumors were classified to panCNSIC2 (CD8+ T cells high; CD4+
T and NK cells low) and 87% of grade I tumors belonged to panCNSIC3 (monocytes
high; CD8+ T cells low). PanCNSIC1 (Tregs high; CD8+ T cells low) displayed a balanced
grade I–IV tumor distribution. Lastly, significant prognostic relationships were found in
infant SHH-MB (B cell amount significantly greater), low-risk Gr.3-MB (Treg significantly
associated with poor survival) and pediatric HGG (monocytes significantly enriched
in tumors with MAPK mutations) [21]. Safaei et al. [60] developed DIMEimmune for
differential methylation analysis for immune cell estimation [60]. This study calculated
estimations of CD4+, CD8+ and tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) for glioma, MB,
ATRT and EPN methylation data. Concordant with the previous study, pHGG showed
higher scores of TILs than pLGG and IDH-mutated gliomas. ATRT were highly infiltrated
by lymphocytes, most prominently in the MYC subgroup, while there were overall only
a few TILs in MB subgroups. Among EPN, PFA-EPN had the largest estimated number
of TILs [60].

Recently, a large immune profiling study from transcriptomic data of 495 pediatric
gliomas (PGs) was performed [61]. Basically, PGs were classified into three immune
subtypes, namely immune hot (IS-I), immune altered (IS-II), and immune cold (IS-III).
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IS-I tumors (more pLGGs, no DIPGs), characterized by substantial immune infiltration and
high expression of immune checkpoint molecule (ICM), had a favorable prognosis, whereas
IS-III tumors (large fractions of pHGGs and DIPGs) showed weak immune infiltration and
low ICM expression, had a dismal prognosis and poor immunotherapy responsiveness.
The IS-II classification represented a transitional stage. Immune classification was also
correlated with somatic mutations, copy number alterations, and molecular pathways
related to tumorigenesis, metabolism, and immune responses [61]. The finding that LGGs
are characterized by greater immune cell infiltration, especially T cells, compared to HGGs
are in line with other publications [17]. However, even among LGG, T cell infiltration was
highly variable and subgroup-dependent, with greater T cell density in pleomorphic xan-
thoastrocytoma (PXA) and ganglioglioma (GG) [17]. A gene-expression study comparing
adult and pediatric HGG found that age did not shape the tumor microenvironment but
mutational and transcriptional phenotypes [62].

Another comprehensive study intercorporate proteomics inclusive of the genomics,
and transcriptomics of a cohort of 218 tumor samples representing LGG, EPN, HGG, ATRT,
MB, GG and craniopharyngioma (CP). This study reveals downstream effects of genetic
alterations not evident in transcriptomics. ATRT, MB and EPN showed lower immune
infiltration, while LGG had higher immune infiltration [63].

These data demonstrate, that in silico deconvolution methods are feasible to be imple-
mented into a diagnostic assessment of patients for personalized therapies since methyla-
tion data are increasingly used for molecular diagnostics. Nonetheless using these methods,
one potentially misses tumor-specific characteristics of infiltrating cells. More depth into
TME analyses can be achieved by single-cell transcriptomics (scRNA-seq). Marker genes
for distinct immune cells can be easily applied to identify these different cell types, while
having additional information on tumor-specific signatures of these cells. Until now, only
few single-cell studies were obtained from pediatric brain tumors [15,18,49,53,64].

ScRNA-seq analysis of murine ATRTs revealed elevated immune cell infiltration in
ATRT-MYC and ATRT-SHH, predominantly composed of myeloid cells and T cells [15,18].
Further, these studies unraveled a heterogeneity of myeloid cells, having a critical role on
tumor progression and chemoresistance [15,18]. These myeloid cells impact T cells, which
recapitulated many of the T cell subpopulations identified in several immunogenic adult
cancer types, like lung adenocarcinoma and melanoma [15]. In addition, CD8+ T cells were
clonally expanded, revealing immunogenicity of rhabdoid tumors [15].

Furthermore, several studies examined the influence of infiltrating immune cells on
patients’ prognosis [18–20,22,65] (Table 1). For example, among MB subgroups TAMs
are enriched in SHH-MB patients, having an antitumoral role [66]. In contrast, CD68+
expression was significantly associated with a worse prognosis in ATRT patients, where
ATRT-SHH and ATRT-MYC were highly infiltrated by CD68+ cells [18]. Finally, a selection
of immune profiling studies in pediatric brain tumors is listed in Table 2.

Table 1. Associations between immune microenvironment and molecular features/prognosis in pediatric brain tumors.

Entity
Immunological
Profile/Immune

Population

Associated
Molecular
Features

Prognosis Sample Cohort Study

pLGG, pHGG

Hot (IS-I): more
pLGGs, no DIPGs.

BRAF mutation
(69.6%) MS 1: 29.8y/>18y 384 from

CBTTC/111 from
ICGC

[61]Altered (IS-II):
transitional stage.

SVIL mutation
(55.5%) MS 1: 19.2y/13.3y

Cold (IS-III): large
fractions of

pHGGs, DIPGs.

CACNA1A
mutation (74.2%) MS 1: 14.5y/1.99y

Monocytic lineage
expression ↑ Improved OS 2 113 [62]
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Table 1. Cont.

Entity
Immunological
Profile/Immune

Population

Associated
Molecular
Features

Prognosis Sample Cohort Study

pHGG

Monocytes ↑ MAPK mutation
143 [21]NK cells ↑ G34/WT-C Poor OS 2: 3.0

B cells ↓ WT-A Poor OS 2: 4.3

CD8 T cells ↑

hypermutator
tumors (MMRD 4;

POLE/POLD1
mutations);

BRAFV600E or NF1

113 [67]

Gr.4-MB Monocytes ↑
408 [21]SHH-MB 3 Tregs ↑ Poor OS 2: HR 1.7

Gr.3-MB CD8 T cells ↑; B
cells ↑; Tregs ↓ MYC amplification Poor OS 2: HR 3.3

SHH-MB AIF1 expression
(MAC/MG 5) ↑ Improved OS 2 172 [66]

B cells ↑ Improved OS 2 35 [21]

ATRT CD68+ MAC/MG
5 ↑ Poor OS 2: HR 11.9 34 [18]

CD4/8 T cells ↑ PBRM1 ↑ Improved OS 2
33 [68]

CD163+
macrophages ↑ PBRM1 ↑ Poor OS 2

1 Median survival; 2 overall survival; 3 infant; 4 mismatch repair deficiency; 5 macrophages/microglia. ↑: High cell number/expression, ↓:
Low cell number/expression

Table 2. Immune profiling studies in pediatric brain tumors.

Entity Findings Sample Origin Techniques

ATRT

Immune cell infiltration with CD68+
microglia/macrophages and

CD4+/CD8+ T cells [69]
H IHC

Immune cell infiltration with myeloid
and T cells; ATRT-MYC highly infiltrated;

clonally expanded T cells [15]
H, M IHC, FACS, RNAseq,

sc-RNAseq

Subgroup-specific immune cell
infiltration; CD68+ cells as negative

prognostic factor [18]
H, M IHC, scRNA-seq

CD8+ T cell infiltration higher in
ATRT-MYC than ATRT-TYR/-SHH;

PD-L1 and PD-1 expression [16]
H RNAseq, IHC

Analysis of naturally & cryptic
presented HLA-class-I and class-II

ligands [70]
H MS

MB

Immunosuppressed myeloid cells; T
cells are less frequent than in PA and

EPN [71]
H FACS, RNAseq

CD163 expression is most enriched in
SHH-MB compared to other MB

subtypes; CD1d expression in a subset of
infantile MB [72]

H RNAseq, IHC

Increased expression of
inflammation-related genes; greatest

number of CD163+ TAMs in SHH-MB
across MB subtypes [73]

H RNAseq, IHC
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Table 2. Cont.

Entity Findings Sample Origin Techniques

CD4+, CD8+ T cells, MDSCs, DCs and
TAMs in SHH-MB > Gr.3-MB; CD8+
PD-1+ T cells in Gr.3-MB > SHH-MB;
Gr.3-MB respond to PD-1 blockade,

MB-SHH not [74]

M In vivo, FACS, IHC

No PD-L1 expression in four MBs [75] H IHC
No PD-L1 expression in 26 MBs; no

correlation of TILs with overall survival;
expression of granzyme inhibitor

SERPINB1 was associated with better
survival [22]

H IHC

Subgroup-specific immune
microenvironment [76] H RNAseq

Antitumoral role of TAMs in SHH-MB
[66] H, M RNAseq, in/ex vivo, FACS

Increased expression of
immune-related genes in SHH-MB

compared to other MB subtypes; CD8+ T
cells and neutrophils enriched in G4-MB;

no PD-L1 expression in 19 MBs [77]

H RNAseq, IHC

TAMs in SHH-MB are of microglial
origin and monocyte-derived; radiation

therapy, but not targeted therapy,
recruited immunosuppressive

monocyte-derived macrophages that
reduced T cells and neutrophils [53]

H, M
RNAseq, scRNAseq, in vivo,

IHC, RNA in situ
hybridization, FACS

EPN

Higher numbers of T cells and myeloid
cells compared to MB and GBM [71] H FACS, RNAseq

High expression of PD-L1 in
ST-EPN-RELA with PD-1+ CD4+ and

CD8+ T cells [78]
H RNAseq, WB, IHC, FACS

LGG

T cell infiltrates higher in LGG
compared to HGG; Within LGG greater
T-cell density in PXA and GG; CD3+ T

cell infiltration correlates inversely with
SOX2 expression [17]

H Multiplex IHC, Single-cell
mass cytometry

PD-L1 expression independent of
BRAFV600E mutational status [79] H IHC, in vitro

Highest CD8+ T-cell density in PXA
and hypermutator LGGs. Histon mutant

tumors immune “cold” [67]
H RNAseq, IHC

HGG

T cells and myeloid cells are less
frequent than in PA and EPN [71] H FACS, RNAseq

Immunologic profiling of pediatric and
adult HGGs [62] H RNAseq

Immunologic profiling of pediatric
LGG and HGG [61] H RNAseq

Outlining the results of all mentioned immunophenotyping studies for a consensus
output is quite challenging because of the different methods, sample cohorts, and the
choice of read-out. In addition, each method has its limitations, and some study results are
conflicting. Larger cohorts of well-defined molecular subtypes are needed to assess the
prognostic role of immune cells in pediatric brain tumors.

Notwithstanding, it became apparent that the tumor microenvironment is a promising
perspective to overcome therapy resistance. In the next chapter, we further consider
essential aspects for implementing immunotherapeutic targets to conventional therapy.
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First, we discuss the impact of tumor-specific alterations in epigenetic modifiers and
signaling pathways on the tumor immune microenvironment. Second, we summarize
how standard therapeutic approaches (e.g., chemotherapy and radiotherapy) influence
tumor-associated immune cells, and third, we give insights into therapeutic strategies
targeting tumor-associated immune cells to implement innovative treatment strategies for
children with brain cancers.

3.2. Impact of Epigenetic Dysregulation and Aberrant Signaling Pathways in Tumors
on Immune Cells

Some pediatric brain tumors are characterized by alterations in epigenetic modulators,
e.g., mutations in chromatin remodeling complexes like SWItch/Sucrose Non-Fermentable
(SWI/SNF) [80]. Deregulation of epigenetic mechanisms results in aberrant gene expres-
sion, contributing to tumor formation and presumably altered immune response [81].
A genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 screening of melanoma cells identified PBRM1, ARID2, and
BRD7 of the chromatin-remodeler PBAF (polybromo-associated BAF) to contribute to the
tumor cell resistance by blocking the effects of cytotoxic T cells [82]. Alterations in the
chromatin-remodeling complexes of the SWI/SNF family (BAF, PBAF), particularly in the
subunits SMARCB1 (INI1) and SMARCA4, are the primary driver event for rhabdoid tumor
development [83,84]. Recently, a study elucidating the SWI/SNF complex heterogeneity in
ATRT and extracranial rhabdoid tumors (eRT) found a correlation between the PBAF sub-
unit gene expression and immune cell infiltration in ATRT and eRT. PBRM1, which encodes
a component of the PBAF complex, regulates the expression of immune-related genes, like
interleukins (e.g., IL-13 and IL-16) and tumor necrosis factor alpha, in rhabdoid tumors.
The level of PBRM1 expression was inversely correlated with the degree of CD8+ cytotoxic
T cell infiltration. PBRM1-low patients (10% ATRT-SHH, 40% ARTR-MYC, 50% ATRT-TYR)
had higher T cell infiltration and a better outcome than PRBM1-high patients (around
60% ATRT-SHH, 20% ARTR-MYC, 20% ATRT-TYR). Conversely, CD163+ macrophages
were significantly increased in PBRM1-high patients. The authors suggest that immune
checkpoint inhibition can be a potential therapeutic strategy in PBRM1-low rhabdoid
tumors [68]. Another hint for a potential connection between epigenetic dysregulation and
TME is found in pediatric glioma. Histone mutant (H3 K27M, H3 G34RV) tumors were
considerably immune “cold” as defined by a lack of TILs, especially CD8+ T cells, and had
a poor outcome in comparison to non-histone mutated HGG [67,85].

Besides epigenetic dysregulation, various signaling pathways are activated by genetic
events in pediatric brain tumors, e.g., MAPK in LGG, SHH and WNT signaling in MB and
ETMR, SHH and TYR in ATRT [3,7,86]. Subgroup-specific immune cell infiltration in ATRT,
MB and glial tumors implies that specific molecular aberrations probably impact on the
immune microenvironment [17,18,76].

Generally, there is an ongoing debate if oncogenic molecular aberrations can be
sufficient to drive immune exclusion in tumors. For example, tumors with active WNT/β-
catenin signaling are characterized by lower levels of T cell infiltration. Thus, targeting
this pathway would antagonize not only the aberrant signaling pathway but also restore
T cell infiltration [87]. Though, in MB subgroups, lymphocyte infiltration was low in all
four MB subgroups, not exclusively in WNT-MB [71,77]. In a proteomics-based study of
pediatric brain tumors, a non-inflammatory microenvironment exhibited upregulation of
WNT/β-catenin signaling, regulation of apoptosis and proteasome. This “cold” phenotype
was attributed to MB samples without subgroup specification [63]. Still, there are some
moderate differences within MB subgroups according to their TME profile [76]. A signifi-
cantly higher proportion of TILs, cytotoxic T cells, and B cells and a lower infiltration of
Tregs were associated with MYC amplification in Gr.3-MB [21].

Further, the immunomodulatory role of SHH/GLI signaling was described in various
inflammatory and malignant diseases. Elevated SHH signaling induces immunosuppres-
sive mechanisms such as recruitment of MDSCs and MACs [88,89]. Moreover, WNT and
SHH pathways are associated with a stemness-enriched tumor profile, and stemness, in
turn, was linked to resistance to immune-mediated destruction [89]. ATRT-SHH tumors
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showed a higher stemness score than other ATRT subtypes and were highly infiltrated
by myeloid cells [18,19]. In glial tumors, CD3+ T cell infiltration correlates inversely with
the expression of SOX2, an embryonal stem cell marker commonly expressed by glial
tumors [17].

Another association between molecular aberration and infiltrating cell estimation was
found in gliomas. LGG BRAFWT-rich, LGG BRAFFusion-rich, and CP/LGG BRAFV600E

had higher immune infiltration [63]. Further, M1 macrophages and M2 microglia were
upregulated in BRAFFusion compared with the wildtype. BRAFFusion promoted more M2
microglia, whereas BRAFV600E promoted more M2 macrophages [79]. Besides PXA-like
tumors, which harbored either BRAF- or NF1-driven MAP-kinase alterations, hypermu-
tated cases had the highest amount of CD8+ T cells [17,67]. Further, PD-L1 expression was
independent of BRAFV600E mutational status [79].

3.3. Immunomodulation by Chemotherapy, Radiotherapy and Targeted Anticancer Agents

As outlined before, significant advances have been made in the field of molecu-
lar biology in pediatric neuro-oncology. These studies generated valuable molecular
sub-classification of pediatric brain tumor entities, established new guidelines for pa-
tient risk stratification and identified some candidate target genes (reviewed in [5,8]).
Nevertheless, we have little knowledge about the function of infiltrating immune cells in
pediatric brain tumors and their potential modulation by radiation, chemotherapy, and
targeted molecular therapies.

Ionizing radiation induces DNA damage in quickly dividing tumor cells, sparing
non-transformed stromal cells. Observations of lesions outside the radiation area revealed
that systemic antitumor effects take place at the lesion borders. These effects include the
induction of immunogenic cell death (ICD), characterized by exposed danger-associated
molecular patterns (DAMP) that recruit immune cells, and increased MHC I expression.
This phenomenon could be a strategic approach for converting immunologically “cold”
tumor environments into “hot” environments [90]. Additionally, chemotherapeutic agents
can promote the initiation of ICD of tumors by enhancing the antigenicity of tumor cells.
This chemotherapy-induced ICD is highly dependent on the agent and the specific compo-
sition of the TME [91]. For example, chemotherapy treatment of glioblastoma with widely
used temozolomide (TMZ) has limited efficacy as a monotherapy. Still, it has several
immunomodulatory effects, like enhancing antigen-specific T cell proliferation [92].

Besides that, there are hints that radiation and chemotherapy provoke the infiltration
of suppressive monocyte-derived macrophages (MDM), which have a role in acquired
resistance after therapeutic intervention [18,52,53]. In glioma, MDM and microglia were
altered substantially in number and phenotype during radiation therapy, response after
irradiation, and recurrence. By combining radiotherapy with colony-stimulating factor–1
receptor (CSF1R) inhibition for TAM depletion, overall survival was enhanced in preclinical
glioma models [52]. In a relapse xenograft model of ATRT-MYC, Melcher et al. [18] showed
that MDM contribute to chemotherapy resistance and tumor relapse. In murine SHH-MB
radiation therapy, but not targeted therapy (SHH-pathway inhibitor GDC-0449), recruited
immunosuppressive MDM that reduced T cells and neutrophils numbers [53].

Furthermore, it should also be considered that some anticancer agents used in early
clinical studies for the treatment of pediatric brain tumor patients, e.g., for epigenetic
reprogramming, have immunomodulating properties that can hamper the therapeutic
efficacy of targeted therapies. The stimulatory or suppressive effects on immunity can
originate from the effect of the drug on tumor cells, as well as from the drug’s ability to
modulate immune cells directly [93].

For example, EZH2 methyltransferase activity inhibitor GSK126 supported the ex-
pansion of immunosuppressive MDSCs in two carcinoma mouse models. This epigenetic
intervention restrained tumor growth in immunocompromised mice but not in immuno-
competent mice [94]. Indeed, regression of INI-deficient rhabdoid tumors after EZH2
inhibition was observed based on preclinical evaluation with human cancer cell lines
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and xenograft models in immunodeficient mice [95,96]. A Phase 1 study of the EZH2 in-
hibitor tazemetostat in pediatric patients with relapsed or refractory INI1-negative tumors
(NCT02601937) is ongoing, though interim results presented an overall response rate of
17% [97]. In a phase 2 study of adult patients with tazemetostat (NCT02601950), a stable
disease as the best overall response was observed in 7 of 31 patients in cohort 1 (rhabdoid
tumors) [98]. In the same study, 15% of 62 epithelioid sarcoma patients (cohort 5) had an
objective response [99]. It remains speculative if EZH2 inhibition restrains antitumoral
immune response, and if a multimodal treatment is decisive to maximize the efficacy of
targeted anticancer agents. For example, 5-fluorouracil- or gemcitabine-based chemother-
apy that deplete MDSCs and/or limit their immunosuppressive functions stand out as
combinatorial partners for EZH2 inhibitors [91]. In DIPG (H3K27M mutation), the use of
EZH2 resulted in decreased cancer cell invasion, increased microglial phagocytosis, and
tumor cell death, but not tumor cells per se contribute to the observed tumor repression
after EZH2 inhibition, but rather the induced transition of microglia to an antitumoral
phenotype [100].

Epigenetic reprogramming with histone deacetylases (HDAC) inhibitors upregulate
PD-L1 and PD-L2 in preclinical melanoma models. Treated mice with a combinatorial
PD-1 blockade and HDAC inhibitor showed decreased tumor progression and better
survival than control mice and single-agent treated mice [101]. In addition, this treatment
combination leads to general changes in the TME, such as enhanced immune cell infiltration,
elevated T cell memory, and a significant reduction of M2 macrophages [102].

The spectrum of immunomodulation by cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) inhibitors
like CDK4/6 is broad. Various inhibitors mediate immunostimulatory effects (secretion
of pro-inflammatory cytokines; enhanced antigenicity of malignant cells; upregulation of
PD-L1) and act directly on immune cells, e.g., depleting Tregs [93].

Considering the adverse effects of chemo- and radio-therapy and the immunomodula-
tory effects of targeted therapies, a synergistic treatment regimen involving immunotherapy
could be promising to improve the efficacy of standard and genome-based
molecular therapeutics.

3.4. Immunotherapeutic Strategies

Immunotherapy can be broadly categorized in monoclonal antibody (mAb) therapy
and adoptive cellular therapy, which include immune checkpoint inhibition (ICI), chimeric
antigen receptor (CAR)-T cell therapy, vaccine therapy, and oncolytic virus therapy. Present
therapeutics targeting TME have focused predominantly on T cells, but the majority of
patients do not respond to ICI or T cell therapy as a result of elevated immunosuppressed
microenvironment or inadequate antigenic load within the tumor [103]. Due to extensive
research on the TME, it is now evident that the innate immune cells indirectly influence the
TME by controlling T cell fate. These innate immune cell types, including macrophages,
DCs, neutrophils, MDSCs, NK, and ILCs, critically sculpt the TME [23].

3.4.1. Immune Checkpoint Inhibition (ICI)

In solid adult malignancies, tumor mutational burden (TMB; number of DNA mu-
tations per megabase in a tumor genome) and the presence of TILs are considered as
biomarkers for the efficacy of ICI [11]. Immune checkpoint molecules like programmed
cell death protein 1 (PD-1), indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), or cytotoxic T lymphocyte-
associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4) are regulators of the adaptive immune response, which
prevent exaggerated T cell activity when bound to their receptors on the T cell surface [104].
Thus, tumor cells that express, e.g., the ligand of PD-1, PD-L1, can inhibit T cell response.
Compared to adult cancer or the adult counterpart, pediatric tumors have a low TMB [14].
A recent comprehensive study examining TMB and driver mutations in 723 pediatric brain
tumors (covered inter alia LGG, HGG, MB and embryonal tumors, EPN) confirmed the
generally low TMB in pediatric brain cancers (91.8% of the tumors). Tumors with a high
TMB (2.1%) were high-grade gliomas and had alterations in TP53 and concurrent mismatch
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repair gene alteration [13]. Hence, ICI may only have significant application for a small
proportion of pediatric brain tumor patients. Moreover, PD-L1 expression is low frequented
and heterogenous in pediatric brain tumors (Table 2) (Figure 1) [22,75,79,105].

3.4.2. Targets for CAR-T Cell Therapy and Innate Immune Cells

A strong antitumor T cell response requires an immunogenic antigen not recognized
as a “self” molecule. Tumor neoantigens derived from genetic alterations are potential T
cell targets, but the generally low mutational load in pediatric tumors impedes the number
of targets for immunotherapy with T cells expressing tumor-specific chimeric antigen
receptors (CARs) [13]. Still, CAR-T cell therapy seems to be more promising than ICI since
MB, ATRT, EPN and ETMR showed low expression of MHC-class I molecules, which are
indispensable for HLA-based immune response by conventional αβTCR T cells [106]. A
broad characterization of the five potential CAR-T cell targets IL13Rα2, HER2, EPHA2,
B7-H3 and GD2, investigated in 49 patient-derived orthotopic xenografts of pediatric
brain tumors, was performed by Haydar et al. [106] (Table 3). The most promising target
was B7-H3, having the highest expression in MB and HGG, followed by GD2. Another
screen of B7-H3 expression in solid pediatric tumors and brain neoplasms showed similar
results [107]. However, Haydar et al. did not detect B7-H3 in ATRT by immunohistochemical
examination, which stands in contradiction to the study of Theruvath et al. [108]. Aside from
that, locoregional administration of B7-H3-CAR-T cells mediated potent antitumor response
against cerebral ATRT and MB xenografts, and local or systemic administration induced
tumor regression in patient-derived xenografts and immunocompetent murine glioma
models resulting in a significant survival advantage [106–108]. In primary, metastatic, and
recurrent Gr.3-MB and PFA-EPN xenografts, intrathecal delivery of EPHA2-, HER2- and
IL13Rα2-CAR-T cells were validated as an effective treatment. Furthermore, administration
in the cerebrospinal fluid, alone or combined with azacytidine, was highly effective for
multiple metastatic mouse models of Gr.3-MB and PFA-EPN [109].

Another therapeutic target, which is probably more relevant for pediatric brain tumors
with elevated myeloid cell infiltration, is cluster of differentiation 47 (CD47) on tumor
cells that binds to signal-regulatory protein alpha (SIRPα) on myeloid cells and inhibits
macrophage-induced phagocytosis [110]. Blocking this pathway with anti-CD47 antibody
inhibited tumor growth in patient-derived xenografts of Gr.3-MB, ATRT, PNET, GBM and
diffuse midline glioma (DMG) [111] (Table 3).

Table 3. Targets for immunotherapy in pediatric brain tumors.

Entity Targets Therapy Approach Study

GBM, MB, EPN EGFRvIII CAR T cells [112]
MB, EPN IL13Rα2 CAR T cells [109,113]
MB, EPN HER2 CAR T cells [109,114,115]
MB, EPN EPHA2 CAR T cells [109]

SHH-MB CD1d Vα24-invariant (type-I)
NKT cells [116]

MB PRAME
CAR T cells (SLL TCR T

cells with inducible
caspase-9 gene)

[117]

MB No target

allogeneic cord
blood-derived

NK cells expressing a
dominant negative TGF-β

receptor

[118]

SHH-MB CSF1R CSF1R inhibitor (PLX5622)
for TAM depletion [119]

ATRT, MB, ETMR, EPN,
HGG B7-H3 CAR T cells [106–108]

ATRT, MB, ETMR, EPN,
HGG GD2 CAR T cells [106,120]

Gr.3-MB, ATRT, PNET,
GBM, DMG CD47 α-CD47 against tumor cells [111]

ATRT PD-1 α-PD-1 against PD-1+
immune cells [15]
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As mentioned before, dendritic cells (DCs) link innate and adaptive immunity by pre-
senting antigens to T cells and trigger T cell response [51]. Thus, DCs present a promising
target for immunotherapy. In ATRT, a small cohort of seven patients received autologous
DCs loaded with tumor-lysate. Three patients survived long-term, and tumor-specific
CD8+ T cell responses were reported [121]. Another study used tumor RNA-loaded DCs
to treat seven pediatric brain tumor patients, of which three clinically responded, but no
lymphocyte-mediated antitumor response was detected [122]. Further, in a study of 45
children with different brain tumors, patients were vaccinated with tumor-lysate-loaded
DCs. The DC vaccine therapy was especially beneficial for ATRT and HGG [123].

Moreover, DCs can be loaded with peptides and proteins, as well. Recently, a com-
prehensive mass spectrometry study of MHC-class I and -class II peptides on 23 ATRTs
reported possible targets for T cell recognition [70]. Analysis of the ATRT cell surface, which
includes tumor-associated antigens derived from canonical non-mutated or overexpressed
natural proteins and non-canonical or cryptic sequences (from noncoding regions), revealed
55 HLA-class I, 139 HLA-class II tumor-specific peptide sequences, and 61 HLA-class I
peptides derived from non-canonically translated peptides. Comparative analyses to other
tumor entities showed overlap with the cryptic ligandome of glioblastomas, whereas no
similarity was found with extracranial tumors. Testing the immunogenicity of the peptides,
over 80% of ATRT-specific peptides were able to prime CD8+ T cells. Moreover, over 50% of
these peptides were also recognized by glioblastoma-derived T cells but not healthy T cells.
The authors conclude that the results of ATRT’s immunopeptidome could be paradigmatic
for other low mutated pediatric cancers and suggested including cryptic peptides into
therapeutic vaccines [70].

Lastly, oncolytic virus therapy is another immunotherapeutic approach by which
viruses target and kill cancer cells selectively while leaving normal tissues unaffected.
For example, the oncolytic adenovirus Delta-24-RGD induced dose-dependent tumor
cytotoxicity and increased CD8+ T cell infiltration in ATRT and other embryonal brain
tumor models, resulting in significantly increased survival [124].

Hence, although promising targets for mAb and CAR-T cell therapy have been found
in preclinical studies (Table 3) and vaccine therapies showed promising outcomes, further
investigations in clinical trials for pediatric brain tumors are still scarce. Safety risks and
adverse effects, such as cytokine releasing syndrome as the most common adverse event
following CAR-T therapy, require close monitoring and management strategies to be
set up [125].
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Figure 1. Graphical summary of the key topics in this review. (A) Hallmarks of immunogenicity of pediatric brain cancer.
(B) Ranking of pediatric brain tumor entities according to the amount of immune cell infiltration. Subgroup ranking is related
to the respective entity. Abbreviations: ETMR (embryonal tumors with multilayered rosettes), MB (medulloblastoma),
ATRT (atypical teratoid rhabdoid tumor), EPN (ependymoma), HGG (high-grade glioma), LGG (low-grade glioma), GBM
(glioblastoma), DIPG (diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma), AA (anaplastic astrocytoma), PFA (posterior fossa, pediatric-type),
ST-RELA (supratentorial, RELA fusion), DNET (dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor), PA (pilocytic astrocytoma), GG
(ganglioglioma), PXA (pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma). (C) Ranking pediatric brain tumor entities along a scale of two
broadly defined immune cell infiltrate categories, namely myeloid-enriched (violet) or T cell-enriched (red) infiltration.
(D) Illustration of a selection of immunotherapeutic targets evaluated in several pediatric brain tumor studies. The color code
represents a qualitative evaluation. Abbreviations: PF-EPN (posterior fossa ependymoma), SP-EPN (spinal ependymoma),
n. a. (not analyzed in depicted studies), * (contradicting results due to different methods used in the depicted studies).
Findings in (B–D) were retrieved from [15–18,21,61,63,78,106,108,109,111] descriptively. Created with BioRender.com.

3.5. Challenges in Clinical Translation

Many advancements have been made in developing immunotherapeutic approaches
for brain tumors, especially in adult cancers. As presented in this review, pediatric brain
tumors are not as “cold” as assumed. Still, it is just the beginning of a deeper evaluation
and consideration of the pediatric brain tumor microenvironment for implementation into
stratifications and therapies. More research needs to be done to understand the TME,
tumor epitopes, the heterogeneity among entities and subgroups, as well as different BBB
phenotypes. Further, there is a lack of appropriate model systems.

Several challenges need to be addressed: (1) low mutational load of pediatric brain tu-
mors and potentially limited immunogenicity, (2) differences in adult and pediatric immune
infiltration, and differences even throughout childhood development [29],
(3) combinatorial treatment regimens and interactions, and iv. management of immunother-
apy toxicity since the CNS is particularly vulnerable to structural and functional damage
in response to systemic inflammation.
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4. Conclusions

There is no doubt that therapies reducing the side effects of highly intensive chemo- and
radio-therapy are needed in the treatment regimen of pediatric brain tumor patients. The poten-
tial of immunotherapy in solid pediatric cancers is yet not fully uncovered.
However, recent research efforts shed light on the immune-biological processes and laid
the ground for in-depth analysis of the tumor microenvironment of all pediatric brain tumors.
Besides analyzing the specific molecular and genetic characteristics of each patient’s tumor,
immune correlate studies should be considered prior to exposure to chemotherapy to maximize
treatment efficacy of combined treatment regimen with immunotherapeutic approaches.
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